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Figure 4. The POSA results for comparing three Calmodulin structures. (a), (b), and (c) are the structures 
of 1ncs, 2sas, and 1jfj, respectively. (d)–(h) shows the POSA results of comparing these three structures, 
in which 1ncs is shown in red, 2sas in yellow, and 1jfj in green. (d) and (g) are the results of POSA before 
flexibilities are incorporated, whereas (e) and (h) are the results of POSA after flexibilities are 
incorporated in partial graph construction and superposition. (d) and (e) are the superposition of the 
structures, and (g) and (h) are the partial order graphs from POSA. In the partial order graph, each box 
represents a region shared by proteins (in black) or unique (in colors following the same color scheme). 
The numbers in the box represent the number of residues in each region (open boxes for regions with less 
than 20 residues and filled boxes otherwise). A structure corresponds to a path in the graph; for example, 
2sas corresponds to the path connecting yellow boxes (unique to 2sas) and gray boxes (also shared by at 
least one other protein) by yellow arrows, which is 96→40→3→27→3→16 (each number represents a 
region). In (d) and (g), only the C-terminal regions of these three structures can be well superimposed (in 
the gray circles) whereas their N-terminal regions are not. When flexibilities of the structures are 
considered, as shown in (e) and (h), the superposition of these three structures goes beyond the aligned 
regions in (d) and (g) and spans the whole length of the structures. (f) highlights the difference of the 
length of an EF-hand among these three structures (indicated by arrows in (e), (f), and (h)). 
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Figure 5. POSA results for comparing four tRNA synthetases. (a) shows the domain architecture 
of the four input synthetases, in which the orientation of B domain relative to A is different in 
protein 1adj (highlighted by an arrow) as compared to the other three synthetases. (b) and (c) 
show the superposition of tRNA synthetases before and after incorporating flexibilities detected 
by POSA, respectively. (c) shows that these four proteins can be well aligned in both A and B 
domains when the conformation of 1adj is changed according to POSA alignment. 
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Figure 6. The POSA results for comparing structures of Rossmann fold. (a) and (b) show the 
structure of alcohol dehydrogenase-like protein, C-terminal domain (SCOP code d1heta2), and 
uridine diphosphogalactose-4-epimerase (SCOP code d1ek6a_), respectively. (c) shows the 
common core of Rossmann fold proteins using a representative structure from each family (total 
10 structures, which are d1heta2, d1ek6a_, d1obfo1, d2naca1, d1kyqa1, d2cmd_1, d1np3a2, 
d1bgva1, d1id1a_, and d1oi7a1). (d) is the superposition of the Rossmann fold structures 
showing only those regions that can be matched to at least half of the input structures. (e) is the 
superposition of Rossmann fold structures showing the whole input structure. 
 
 
 
 
 
 


